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Resolutions 
Resolution:  Minutes of 12th September approved without 

objections  
 

Actions 
Action: Raise issue to explain the name of the component in the Domain 
(line 287) 
Action: Editorial change to add the example XML for Figure 5 
Action: Issue - need to spell out the names and locations of the files at 
line 313. 
Action: Improve the description of the example around line 305. 
Action: Line 368 - need to specify what happens if jax-ws-catalog.xml is 
not present 
Action: Line 363 - need a specific version of JAX-WS described in the 
spec 
Action: Editorial change to the title line 394 to remove "Pure JEE 
Session Bean"Action: (Mike E) follow up on creation of both local and 
remotable references in section 6.1.2 
 

Agenda 
1. Roll Call 
2. Appointment of scribe 
3. Agenda bashing 
 
4. Approval of minutes from previous meeting(s) 
http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/sca-j-
jee/download.php/29373/SCA%20JEE%20minutes%202008-09-12.pdf 
 
5. Action Items 
No Action Items 
 
6. Discussion of SCA Java EE specification draft - continue from section 5.1.3 
http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/sca-j/download.php/29127/sca-jee-
1%5B1%5D.1-spec-wd03.doc 
 
7. Discussion of Next Steps Workplan 
 
8. Adjourn 

(Item 0) Agenda Bashing 
No changes 



 

(Item 1) Approval of Minutes from Previous Call 
12th September minutes 

Resolution:  Minutes of 12th September approved without 
objections  

(Item 2) Action Items 
None 
 

(Item 3) Discussion of SCA Java EE specification draft 
http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/sca-j/download.php/29127/sca-jee-
1%5B1%5D.1-spec-wd03.doc 
 
Line 287: (Mike E) - should say what the name of the component is in the domain. 
- this is an Issue 
Action: Raise issue to explain the name of the component in the Domain 
(line 287) 
 
(Plamen) Where would the contribution.xml file live in a war file used as a contribution? 
- It does not seem to be stated anywhere. (Issue) 
 
(Plamen) Should Figure 5 have XML to match the content of the diagram? 
(ie extend the example for figure 4) 
 
Action: Editorial change to add the example XML for Figure 5 
 
Plamen: What is the 2nd composite file on line 313?  - where does the 2nd one live? 
does it have a special name? 
(Vamsi) The location should not matter - since it is part of the contribution 
- they may be in the META-INF folder 
 
Action: Issue - need to spell out the names and locations of the files at 
line 313. 
 
Vamsi: The first xml at line 305 will be in a file META-INF/sca-contribution.xml . See 
section 5.1.1. 
Anish - confused by the LinkToAccounting composite - since it is deployed to the 
domain 
 
Action: Improve the description of the example around line 305. 
 
Mike E: Line 368 - need to specify what happens if jax-ws-catalog.xml is not present 



Action: Line 368 - need to specify what happens if jax-ws-catalog.xml is 
not present 
 
Vamsi: Line 363/364 says "an SCA-enabled Java EE runtime MUST resolve WSDL and 
XML Schema artifacts in a manner consistent with JAX-WS" - which does not explicitly 
mandate support for XML Catalogs 1.1 specification 
Action: Line 363 - need a specific version of JAX-WS described in the 
spec 
 
Section 6 
(Anish) Not happy with the wording of Line 394 
anish: The service interface is the business interface of an EJB 3 session bean modified as 
follows. 
Plamen: what happens if there are 2 interfaces with the same unqualified name from 2 
different Java packagess? 
Vamsi: there is an issue open in the Java TC for this question 
Anish: The term "Pure JEE Session Bean" has bad connotations - it implies that SCA 
makes something "impure" 
 
Action: Editorial change to the title line 394 to remove "Pure JEE 
Session Bean" 
 
Vamsi: http://www.osoa.org/jira/browse/JAVA-56 originated from this section 6.1.2 
Vamsi: (what ever was the corresponding section in v1.00 doc) 
Vamsi: when creating services from an EJB we are creating local and remotable 
interfaces, but not for references 
 
Action: (Mike E) follow up on creation of both local and remotable 
references in section 6.1.2 

AOB 
None. 
 
Next meeting 26th Sept 
Close of Business 
 


